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YuKan is the place to be if you’re looking for a crazy learning curve.
You recognize yourself in this description?

Apply now (CV + motivation letter) and start the adventure in the next 
months!

Are you looking for a challenging experience in the environmental sphere?

Are you ambitious & eager to fast-track your professional development?

Here’s an exciting opportunity to participate to this innovative project that will allow you to
unleash your full potential, acquire a lot of various skills and contribute to a more sustainable
society.

YuKan is looking to enlarge its team by a Environmental Engineer Intern for a period of 2 to 6
months. The intern will be closely followed up by a team of dynamic professionals, that are
passionate to share their knowledge and raise your skills to the next level.

YuKan is a new start-up hub located at the heart of the dynamic co-working
space Factory Forty in Brussels. Its ambition is to become the European
reference as the first numerical & independent community platform, that
provides a rating scale for environmental footprint evaluation at product unit.
YuKan further offers tools that facilitate environmental impact analysis
throughout product development process.
The platform has been built with the aim to provide a meeting-point between
consumers and industries that share the vision to shape the future of the green
economy, which leads to enhanced innovation in sustainable product
development.

Environmental Engineer Intern

You will work directly with the founders, and learn a lot in different domains.
You will mainly have a role of environmental models creator – no
environmental expertise is required. You will also likely assist as business
developer, accompany client in their use of the platform (training and
helpdesk) and lots of other transversal tasks in a growing start-up.

• You have an engineering background, you are rigorous, curious, critical
and at ease with numbers. You have a vision of a greener future

• You like learning the industrial practices
• You have a strong business acumen, analytical and calculation skills
• You are proactive, autonomous, result and impact driven
• Working 9/5 is not for you, you love to learn and interact
• You have a good sense of humor


